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Scheduling, Length, and Costs of Classes

Scheduling Your Classes

Please contact me to schedule classes, both video-conference-based and in person. Please keep in
mind that video-conference classes cannot be scheduled on Shabbat or chaggim (East Coast time).
Similarly, travel to or from your venue on Shabbat or chaggim is not possible; I’m happy to accept
home hospitality for Shabbat programs.
Video-conference classes will be conducted via Zoom. Your institution does not need to subscribe to
participate in Zoom video-conferences.

Length of Classes

Unless otherwise specified, both in-person or video-conference classes geared to adults and teens
last for 45 minutes to an hour, allowing 30-35 minutes of presentation and 15-20 minutes of open
discussion. Classes for pre-school and elementary-school students last around 30 minutes, with
between 15-20 minutes of slide-discussion, and 10-15 minutes of open discussion. If your school
periods require different timing, let’s discuss this when you book.

Cost of Classes

The cost of classes is $750 apiece; in-person classes will also entail travel and in most cases,
accommodations. I request payment of 50% of course costs upon confirming the dates and program,
the remainder payable immediately prior to classes (for video-conference classes) or on-site if I travel
to your institution. You may also reimburse me for travel-related expenses on-site. Please contact me
if your institution needs special consideration.
Your Spirit in Lights also involves supplies. I will provide you with a list of materials and on-line
sources; these run roughly $8 per participant. This workshop has the greatest impact—a really
remarkable effect—on students when it includes teaching them to apply genuine gold leaf; I bring the
leaf and adhesive with me, at an additional cost of roughly $1.50 per participant, depending upon the
current price of gold leaf.
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